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“A unique blend of scholarly reflection and personal devotion.”
—Brandon O’Brien, co-author of Misreading Scripture with Western Eyes

“Read this book with caution because it will touch your heart, head, and hands.”
—Tom Steffen, Professor emeritus, Biola University

“Wu and Jensen bring out both illuminating and thought-provoking conclusions…” 
—Lucy Peppiatt, author of Rediscovering Scripture’s Vision for Women

“It’s theologically robust, deeply formative, and accessible to a broad range of 
readers. This book is a gift to God’s people. I highly recommend it.”
—Jim Mullins, Lead Pastor of Redemption Tempe, co-author of The Symphony of Mission  

Honor and shame influence every major aspect of life, whether in relationships, politics, or social media. It’s not surprising, 
then, to find that honor and shame shape the biblical message and all that Christians are called to be. Unfortunately, many 
leaders and laypersons do not grasp the theological and practical significance of these concepts for the church.

Therefore, this book provides an accessible entry point for engaging these topics in everyday Christian living. Seeking 
God’s Face contains 101 practical reflections on honor and shame taken from across the pages of Scripture. It presents 
honor and shame, not as abstract concepts, but as compelling issues that affect evangelism, spiritual formation, and 
discipleship. Seeking God’s Face equips readers to interpret the biblical text faithfully and apply its message meaningfully.
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Jackson Wu (pseudonym; PhD, SEBTS) is the theologian in residence with Global Training Network. He 
worked in East Asia for almost two decades, teaching theology and missiology to Chinese pastors. His books 
include One Gospel for All Nations, Reading Romans with Eastern Eyes, and The Cross in Context. His blog 
is jacksonwu.org.

Ryan Jensen lived in East Asia for five years while he taught at a university. He earned a PhD in Intercultural 
Studies from Biola University, and he holds an MA in Intercultural Studies and Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages (TESOL) from Wheaton College. Connect with Ryan at drryanjensen.com.


